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First Person View 
Windows Desktop App 
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Cyber Attack Scenario Goals 
Experience a cyber attack while in a  
first responder situation 
 
Provide methods to detect and respond to a 
cyber attack 
 
Observe and analyze the players’ interactions 
with each other 
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Simulated Cyber Technology  
• Virtual networking connections and packets 
• Smart phone app measures the signal strength 
• Heat map display of reported signal strengths 
• Simulated email, text messaging, and comms 
• Network Admin packet traffic and event log 
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Field Agents Incident Commander Virtual Server 
Failing the Cyber Technology 
Extensive failure capabilities 
Batteries, signals, network connection, etc 
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Detecting Cyber Attacks 
Snorby-like* interface displaying event log 
 
Ability to “play” the network admin 
– Isolate problems and block IPs 









More accurate network simulation 
Greater network admin controls 
Greater variety of cyber attack methods 
Non real time game play 
Real-world scenarios 
Ability to play the attacking side 
Questions? 
Thanks to the ROGUEVIDEO Team! 
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